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Welcome
Welcome to the August edition of
Eversheds’ Technology, Media and
Telecoms briefing
Unsurprisingly, we have a focus on Brexit with an article
on ‘The EU referendum and its impact on the UK’s tech
industry’. We also have a number of other highly topical
articles across technology, media and telecoms sectors
including articles on safe harbour and the European
Court of Justice ruling on European Union trade marks.
For those who are registered to receive details of our TMT
events, we will soon be sending out invites for our TMT
annual conference taking place on the 22 September at
our head office in London. Details of how to register are
included below.
As ever, we hope you find this briefing useful. If you have
any feedback on the briefing or any ideas for events or
comments generally, please do contact me at
tmt@eversheds.com

Charlotte Walker-Osborn
Head of Technology,
Media and Telecoms Sector
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Brexit: the EU Referendum and its
impact on the UK’s tech industry
In this article, we consider the result of the EU Referendum held in the
UK on 23 June 2016 and some of the impacts on the UK tech industry
What?

In terms of the potential loss of opportunities:

To the surprise of many, the result of the EU referendum was
announced on Friday 24 June 2016 with a vote in favour of the UK
leaving the EU. Although it will be some time before the terms of
the UK’s future relationship with the EU are known, the immediate
impact on the UK’s tech industry was generally negative.

–– if the UK is unable to negotiate similar import tariffs to its
current trade agreements, higher import duties, increased
logistic costs and changes to minimum wages could see
some of the key players in the sector re-consider their
decision to set up in the UK. Even before Brexit
negotiations are completed, the uncertainty could result in
businesses, particularly tech start-ups, moving to mainland
Europe if the UK becomes less attractive for financing

It was reported that shares in UK technology companies
plunged as news broke of the UK’s decision to leave the
European Union. Business Monitor International published
research following the Referendum result, noting that the
most immediate consequence for the UK tech industry will
stem from the downturn in the UK’s economy and consumer
spending outlook over the next few years.
They also reported that the negative impact of Brexit on the
financial services sector, which accounts for around 15-20%
of the UK software and services market, could reduce demand
in the IT sector.
However, the long term impact on the UK’s tech industry will
depend significantly on the agreements the UK negotiates with
the EU in relation to exiting, and re-establishing free trade.
Throughout the run up to the Brexit vote and on the day of the
vote, Eversheds has issued pragmatic briefings as to what an
exit vote would mean and how it might work in practice,
looking at the various models which might be adopted. To
read our detailed briefing issued on the day of the vote, please
click here To see the slidepack from our TMT GC event which
we held in the Spring, please click here

So what?
There are concerns within the tech industry that the decision
to leave the EU will result in a loss of opportunity. But of
course, there are those who note potential new opportunities
following Brexit.

–– a fundamental loss of opportunity would be the loss of a
barrier-free access to the European consumer market
–– if there is a significant shift in activities in the tech industry
to mainland Europe then the UK will also be at risk of losing
skilled IT workers (of which there is already a shortage) as
well as seeing a reduction in businesses who may
headquarter (whether overall or as their European base) in
the UK. This is of course one of the biggest concerns for
those in the Tech, Media and Telecoms sectors operating
from or in the UK. However, this brings potential
opportunities for other countries within Europe
–– the UK is also set to lose access to EU funding, including
from the Digital Single Market Initiative (an initiative to
promote innovation, contribute €415 billion to the EU
economy each year and create hundreds of thousands of
new jobs)
–– the UK tech industry could also lose access to the
impending European Cloud Initiative, which is intended to
offer Europe’s 1.7 million researchers and 70 million science
& technology professionals a virtual environment in which to
store and manage research data, as well as a €500 million
network of digital innovation hubs across Europe, where
businesses can obtain advice and test digital innovations
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However, it is not all doom and gloom for the UK.
–– it is anticipated that spending on the likes of Cloud,
analytics and mobile will continue to increase – the reality
is that technology can be used as a means of taking cost
out of “the business” and that there may be more pressure
for businesses to do this - the reality is that high
technology consumption has become the norm and Brexit
is unlike to change this and may therefore strengthen the
need in the medium to long-term
–– since the Referendum, the Pound has been in recovery
having fallen to its lowest level against the Dollar in more
than 30 years. Whilst this is not good for the economy as
whole, a sustained period of weakness in the Pound would
make UK IT vendors more competitive as compared to
their European or American counterparts. This is of course
an opportunity and a threat

Brexit and outsourcing
For those suppliers operating in the outsourcing sector, we
still await to see the effects of Brexit. Whilst some RFPs and
customer deals have been held back, so far many clients are
saying it is “business as usual” and, certainly, Eversheds has not
seen a slow-down in contracting in this space. However, it is
not a surprise that the National Outsourcing Association
reported, just before the vote, that 73% of the UK outsourcing
industry was in favour of the UK remaining in the EU.

Contracting implications
Although it will be some time before the terms of the UK’s
future relationship with the EU are known, there are things that
tech businesses can consider and plan for now, and changes
they can start to make, to help protect their interests, including
future-proofing their commercial contracts.
It is difficult to say in advance and with precision what will be
the likely effect of Brexit. However, below are a few general
factors to consider to determine any likely impact of Brexit on
any particular contract or transaction:
–– dependence on EU trade (including any ability to passport
particular regulated businesses throughout Europe) or
dependence on EU funding or grants
–– pricing mechanisms having been tailored to take into
account particular savings or levels based on EU free
movement of goods and people or EU funding or grants
(so, for example, if free movement of goods no longer
applied, whether tariffs or export/import/border controls
would increase the cost of supply)
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–– whether the transaction or any clause is dependent on
particular territorial EU wide definitions
–– whether terms can be amended if more strenuous EU law
is no longer applicable (see more on this below)
–– clearly, it is time to pay more attention to currency
fluctuation clauses and work more closely with the treasury
teams in this area. It is worth considering inserting a clear
mechanism for calculating exchange and potentially caps
on acceptable levels of fluctuations, over and above which
pricing increases (or at least discussions) can be triggered.
Hedging of course remains an option
–– now is the time to consider auditing your key contracts –
particularly in relation to your obligations in relation to
change in law (something we are helping some of our clients
with now). If necessary, you may need to budget in for the
impact of changes in law which you have agreed to bear the
cost of as a supplier. Will it mean a change in the underlying
technology you supply or even parts of the business model?
For example, will you need to comply with GDPR and a
different data privacy law if servicing a European contract for
a customer and will this mean slightly different levels are
applied (or you apply the higher thresholds across the piece
in your contracts). It is also time to consider changing your
change in law precedent clause too and definitely worth
considering whether the standard “compromises” around the
clause need changing where you supply on customer terms
–– as for the law, there has been some debate as to whether
English law will remain a favoured choice for international
contracts following the referendum. However, a choice of
English law has not been historically driven by the UK being
part of the EU; rather because of the strengths of certainty,
stability and enforceability associated with English law and
the commonality with other legal systems which grew
from the English law system. It will be interesting to see if
these factors mean English law remains one of the key
favoured choices for private law for multi-jurisdictional
outsourcing and technical deals
–– English contract law itself is not obviously impacted by the
UK leaving the EU in concept. However, outsourcing and
technology supply contracts are models that continue to be
more and more impacted by regulations and those
regulations often have EU law as their source. As mentioned
above, this includes data protection legislation, but also
TUPE (transposing the acquired rights directive) and sector
specific regulation. It will be important to monitor how we
deal with EU regulations which currently have direct effect in
the UK and how English law therefore changes in the future
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The briefing note issued by Eversheds on the day of the vote
and mentioned above details how changes in law may be
approached in the coming years. Clearly, we will be
monitoring the developments closely, as well as any
negotiations between the UK and the EU and will keep you
updated from our perspective. As a law firm with legal experts
in the technology, media and telecoms sectors, we are
well-placed to advise businesses across the sector and on the
possible wider implications of Brexit.
We have created the Eversheds Brexit hub to help you
negotiate the likely changes following Brexit which can be
accessed here. Please also see details of our Brexit audit
product here.

For more information, please contact
Charlotte Walker-Osborn
Partner, Head of TMT Sector
+44 121 232 1220
charlottewalker-osborn@eversheds.com

Simon Gamlin
Partner
+44 20 7919 4689
simongamlin@eversheds.com

Finally, we will also be running a panel session on Brexit and
the impact for the sectors at out TMT Annual Conference in
late September.
What is clear amongst the current fog, is that if you haven’t
done so, it is worth considering some of the positions and
clauses mentioned above sooner rather than later.
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TMT Annual Conference
We are delighted to be invite you to our annual Technology, Media
and Telecoms conference on Thursday 22 September at our offices in
London (1 Wood Street, EC2V 7WS)
The event will include presentations and panel discussions
from industry experts and lawyers who work within the
Technology, Media and Telecoms sectors. The event is
designed to provide an update on the latest trends and current
and upcoming legal landscape affecting the sectors together
with the opportunity for networking throughout the day.
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If you would like to receive the formal invitation with further
details on timings, topics and how you can register for the
event please contact tmt@eversheds.com The event usually
fills up within days of opening so please do register your
interest with us if you are keen to attend.
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e-Signatures – what’s the big deal?
In the era of the “digital economy”, companies are increasingly
questioning why their contracts and customer/supplier interactions
cannot be moved to an entirely paperless model
In the B2C market, companies including retailers, telcos, and
software/app providers have been successful in shifting some
(if not all) of their consumer contracting to an on-line model;
ticking a box sufficient to confirm a transaction and accept
associated T&Cs.
To tackle the B2B market, providers of e-signatures have
proliferated, encouraged by favourable regulatory regimes in
Europe, the US and further afield. DocuSign state that 50
million customers in 188 countries use their service; Adobe
note that an e-signature solution can “cut the cost and hassle
of paper-based tasks,” and “speed business transactions.”
However the absence of globally harmonised legislation,
coupled with cumbersome local laws, have led to uncertainty
around the scope of application and validity of e-signatures.
Likewise “Cloud” delivery models (employed by the majority of
service providers) can present challenges, particularly from
the point of view of data security and data residency.
We consider some of those issues in this briefing.

What?
what is an e-signature?
Regulation (EU) No910/2014 of 23 July 2014 on electronic
identification and trust services for electronic transactions in
the internal market, repealing Directive 1999/93/EC (“eIDAS”)
cryptically defines an electronic signature as “data in
electronic form which is attached to or logically associated
with other data in electronic form and which is used by the
signatory to sign”. Under the legislation, e-signatures can be
“simple”, “advanced” or “qualified”.
This complex designation hides a much simpler reality - most
users are “signing” contracts electronically by:
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–– chip & pin or contactless transactions
–– ticking “I accept” or “submit” in online purchases
–– signing their name at the end of an email
–– using biometric signatures (fingerprint and facial recognition)
In the business environment, e-signatures can be used as a
vehicle to expedite, simplify and manage the contract
execution process. Electronic contracts can be circulated,
signed, authenticated and loaded in a matter of minutes.
Parties to an agreement can select the e-signature method
which best suits their authentication requirements. Good
practice dictates that advanced or qualified signatures should
be used for high value or strategic agreements as they:
–– identify the signatory with a high degree of certainty
–– limit the risk of third party interference or fraud
–– limit the risk of subsequent amendment or revocation
and thus enable the parties to validate the integrity of the
signature and, in turn, the enforceability of the contract.
“Qualified” electronic signatures supplement “advanced”
e-signatures by mandating the use of software or hardware
tools to create codes or cryptographic keys (certificates)
issued by trust service providers and used to validate the
authenticity of the signature. The devices and trust service
providers must be “qualified” – that is to say they must meet
the requirements of eIDAS, be registered with the supervisory
body in the relevant Member State and notified to the
European Commission.
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So what?
Benefits of e-signatures
Signature service providers underline numerous benefits when
executing contracts electronically:
–– speed of execution - e-signatures enable contracts to be
executed and returned in a matter of minutes, on any
device by geographically-dispersed signatories
–– security – contracts executed by e-signature, particularly
when overlaid with authentication tools, are inherently
more secure and harder to forge than paper-contracts
–– traceability – signatures are traceable and auditable;
workflow tools enable companies to track the status of
contracts in real-time
–– integration – e-signature solutions can be integrated with
existing CRM, procurement, accounting, HR and document
management systems to provide end-to-end workflow
management
–– ease of use – execution processes are technology neutral,
intuitive and culturally accepted by the digital generation
–– cost – whilst there will be inevitable up-front / ongoing
charges for implementing an e-signature solution, vendors
argue these will be offset by closing contracts more quickly,
introducing certainty, saving management time, facilitating
contract management and eliminating courier fees
e-signatures and the legal landscape
In 1999, the European Union, Australia and the United States
were amongst the first to codify the treatment of electronic
signatures. All recognised the validity of e-signatures for the
conclusion of contracts and their admissibility as evidence in
legal proceedings; all stipulate that a contract cannot be
denied legal effect solely on the grounds that they are in
electronic form.
So far so good. However:
–– the EU and the US model required states or member states
to adopt the legislation; in Europe in particular this created
a fractured legislative landscape
–– the legislation (in the interests of being technology neutral)
did not stipulate what it regarded as an “electronic
signature” but defined them by a set of qualifying criteria
–– the European Directive established a two-tier process for
“simple” and “advanced” e-signatures which introduced
uncertainty as to the legal effect of the poorer sibling

–– the legislation was subordinate to existing legislation
applicable to specific legal instruments (for example
property transfers)
The position in the European Union changed in July 2016 with the
introduction of eIDAS. This will be directly enforceable across
member states (although obviously the impact of Brexit will need
to be considered in the future for the UK) and replaced the existing
e-signatures Directive (in force since July 2001). eIDAS is designed
firstly to ensure a more harmonised approach with respect to the
recognition and enforceability of e-signatures. eIDAS is also
designed to build a consistent framework for secure electronic
authentication by defining mutually recognised, pan-EU rules for:
–– electronic signatures (simple, advanced and qualified)
–– electronic identification schemes (classified low,
substantial, high)
–– electronic seals (simple, advanced and qualified)
–– trust services (simple, advanced and qualified)
–– electronic time stamps (simple and qualified)
–– electronic registered delivery services (simple and qualified)
–– electronic documents (simple)
–– website authentication (qualified)
Barriers to adoption of e-signatures
Under the new EU legislative framework, and with technology
embedded in popular culture, most documents can be
executed electronically – from confidentiality agreements, to
contracts of employment.
However there remain some barriers to the use of
e-signatures for certain documents, in some jurisdictions:
–– deeds, wills and trust documents
–– enduring powers of attorney
–– guarantees
–– transfers of title in certain intellectual property
–– certain real estate agreements
–– marriage, birth, divorce and death certificates
–– other official documents required to be submitted in paper
form (although this is expected to change under eIDAS)
–– agreements which stipulate that they can only be signed or
varied by agreement “in writing and signed by hand”
It is advisable to seek advice and develop a policy which
addresses local law requirements in relevant jurisdictions.
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Basic contractual principles apply

Suppliers of these solutions

It must not be forgotten that traditional legal principles apply
to contracts concluded electronically. An e-signature should
provide evidence of an intention to be bound, but it is
important to define a solution or a process which enables: the
valid incorporation of applicable terms; validation that
signatories have delegated authority; certification that the
agreement has not been varied by any of the signatories; and
an actionable change - control process.

Obviously, our sector contains a number of suppliers of
e-signing solutions. Suppliers who can easily help customers
understand how their solutions meet the legal requirements
make their progress to sale and contract much swifter.

For more information, please contact:

Some practical considerations
For clients deploying an e-signature solution, it will be
important to manage the risk of contracts being mistakenly (or
maliciously) executed. Robust security procedures and HR
policies should control the risk of physical IT assets being left
unsecured or the sharing of passwords and access keys.
Clients should also allow for a review of existing contractual
arrangements - supplier/customer/employee Ts&Cs may
need to be adapted to allow for electronic signatures. The
same applies to internal governance procedures, ensuring that
contracts/purchase orders have been authorised and
signatories have appropriate delegated authority.
Policy review and implementation
Introducing electronic contracting requires a mix of
technology, legal advice and practical experience. Our
Technology team, together with Eversheds Consulting, can
help clients define business objectives, manage vendor due
diligence, and assist with the implementation of streamlined
contracting processes. With the strength of our global
network, we can help multi-national clients define global
policies, taking into account local law, custom and practice.
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Craig Rogers
Partner
+44 20 7919 0707
craigrogers@eversheds.com

Charlotte Walker-Osborn
Partner, Head of TMT Sector
+44 121 232 1220
charlottewalker-osborn@eversheds.com
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Trade mark troubles in the G-Cloud:
Skyscape Cloud Services Limited v Sky Plc
Précis

What?

Skyscape Cloud Services Limited, a provider of cloud
computing services, is the latest in a series of IT companies
which have used brand names incorporating the word “Sky” to
allude to the on-line or cloud-based aspects of their services,
but have fallen foul of Sky plc and related companies. An
unusual feature of the case was that Skyscape argued that the
G-cloud services it provides under the SKYSCAPE mark are
targeted only at public sector organizations, who would be able
to differentiate it from Sky plc’s services. Skyscape’s tactics were
also unusual. It attempted to seize the initiative in light of Sky
plc’s complaint, by applying to the court for a declaration of
non-infringement (“DNI”). However, this tactic backfired.

Skyscape provides cloud computing services to public sector
organisations under the UK Government’s “G-Cloud” initiative,
under which approved private sector suppliers provide cloud
services to public sector bodies.
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Skyscape provides three types of service under the mark
SKYSCAPE:
–– infrastructure as a Service (“IaaS”): the service is confined to
storage, network and other basic resources
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–– platform as a Service (“PaaS”): as well as the IaaS services,
operating software and ‘middleware’ (programs which act
as an interface between the operating software and the
user’s applications) are provided
–– software as a Service (“SaaS”): the service also includes
applications to be run by the user
The Skyscape services include email accounts.
Sky is the very well-known provider of broadcast, internet and
related services under the mark SKY. Sky has offered Skybranded email services, including email accounts, since 2006.
It owns UK and Community trade marks, including the word
SKY, in respect of a wide range of goods and services
(including “electronic mail services” in Clause 38)
Sky’s solicitors wrote to Skyscape, alleging infringement of
certain registered trade marks. Sky also drew attention to its
recent victory against another supplier in the English Courts, in
which it was held that that supplier’s use of the sign SKYDRIVE
for a product providing an on-line storage facility infringed
Sky’s registered trade marks for the word SKY. However,
despite protracted correspondence, Sky plc declined to strike
by issuing proceedings for infringement. So Skyscape seized
the initiative by applying for a DNI of the registered trade mark
identified in correspondence by Sky.
The main substantive issue in this case was whether the name
SKYSCAPE, used in relation to Skyscape’s services, infringed
the SKY trade marks. That involves comparing the name
SKYSCAPE with the SKY trade marks from the point of view of
the “average consumer.” That hypothetical person is the
average consumer of the services which are alleged to
infringe, not the trade mark owner’s services. This case
therefore provides an interesting example of who that average
consumer may be in the context of cloud computing.

arrange, for example, an email account. As a result, the judge
found that the average consumer would be someone working
in a small public entity such as a nursery school, with a role
including the arrangement of an email account. He or she
uses G-Cloud, but otherwise need not have a knowledge of IT
or the IT industry significantly greater than that of an ordinary
member of the public. He or she is also aware of email
services being provided under the SKY trade marks and is
aware that SKY is a very well-known mark for TV and for Sky’s
other core services.
The judge found that when that person sees the name
SKYSCAPE being used for email services there is a likelihood of
believing it to be a service offered by Sky (on the basis that, like
‘Sky Sports’, ‘Sky News’, ‘Sky Atlantic’ etc., it is a composite
name for a service offered by Sky). There was therefore
potential infringement of the SKY trade marks by Skyscape,
which was enough for the Court to dismiss Skyscape’s
declaration of non-infringement.

So what?
Many IT companies have been tempted, for obvious reasons,
to use brand names incorporating the word “Sky” to allude to
the on-line or cloud-based aspects of their services. This case
highlights the significant risks in doing so, in light of the broad
registered trade mark protection owned by Sky plc and its
group companies.

Skyscape argued that the average consumer of its cloud
computing services for the public sector will be a
knowledgeable civil servant, making a large investment in an
important service. He or she will therefore be extremely
careful and attentive in selecting the service, taking
professional IT advice where required, and so is not likely to be
confused or misled as to who the supplier is. It argued that the
answer to the two questions would therefore be “no”.
However, the judge noted that some of the 29,000 or so
public bodies referred to as potential users of G-Cloud are
very small. He referred to Abergavenny Baptist Church and a
nursery school in Carmarthenshire as examples. He found that
they were unlikely to have an IT professional on hand to
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The “average consumer” is a fictional character who plays a
crucial role in many trade mark disputes. He or she is also a
somewhat slippery character who will differ according to the
goods or services in question. This case highlights that it is
crucial in trade mark infringement disputes to establish the
characteristics of the average consumer. In this case, Skyscape
put forward persuasive evidence that its typical customers
were well-informed and careful civil servants, spending a large
amount of money, and so exercising a very high level of care.
If the “average consumer” were to have these characteristics,
the likelihood of confusion would be low and the Court might
have been prepared to find that there was no infringement. No
doubt this was the reason why Skyscape pursued the case,
and decided to seize the initiative.
However, the description of Skyscape’s services in the
declaration of non-infringement sought was not limited to
those typical customers. Instead, Skyscape’s services in the
declaration of non-infringement were described by reference
to the full range of public sector organizations which can
participate in the G-cloud, which led to the Court adopting a
different view of the “average consumer”.
Finally, this case is a salutary warning of the difficulties of
seeking a DNI in relation to registered trade marks. Extreme
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care is needed in defining the activities (i.e. the combinations
of signs and goods/services) in relation to which the
declaration is sought. Whilst it is tempting for the applicant to
define the activities broadly, in order to maximize commercial
certainty, this is likely to reduce the chances of success. As the
burden of proof is reversed, the trade mark owner only has to
find one activity within the scope of the DNI in relation to
which the applicant cannot prove non-infringement for the
Court to reject the DNI in its entirety.

For more information, please contact:
Adrian Toutoungi
Partner
+44 1223 44 3831
adriantoutoungi@eversheds.com

Andrew Garbett
Senior Associate
+44 1223 44 3763
andrewgarbett@eversheds.com
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Has there been a ‘communication
to the public’ amounting to
copyright infringement?
The Grand Chamber considered the correct criteria for a
‘communication to the public’ which may have an impact on the
pending ruling on hyperlinks
What?
Following a request by the French Government, the Grand
Chamber of the European Court of Justice (the ‘Court’), which
constitutes all 13 judges and is reserved for complex or
important cases, has sought to clarify ‘communication to the
public’ in Reha Training.
The Court attempted to reconcile a number of rulings and set
out a criteria on what amounts to a ‘communication to the
public’. Any clarity on the subject is welcome given the diverse
approach taken by the Court previously.
Interestingly the Court sought to distance itself from the
judgement in SCF in which the Court held that patients of a
dental practice, who were viewing protected works via
television sets in waiting rooms, were not ‘persons in general’
and that the communication was not of a ‘profit making
nature’. Advocate General Bot, who offered his opinion in the
current case, stated that the scope of the judgement in SCF
should not be extended, but limited to its facts. To apply the
reasoning would, in his view, be too restrictive on copyright
and related rights and would be contrary to the high level of
protection desired by the Union legislature.

Background
The matter involved a rehabilitation centre operated by Reha
Training where accident victims received post-operative
treatment. The centre included two waiting rooms and a
training room in which Reha Training broadcasted content on
television sets. Reha Training failed to gain permission from
GEMA, which is responsible for the collective management of

music copyright in Germany. GEMA consequently alleged
breach of copyright and claimed damages relating to royalty
payments due. The Cologne Regional Court (the ‘Referring
Court’) referred the matter for preliminary ruling asking
whether the broadcasts amounted to ‘communication to the
public’ under Article 3(1) of InfoSoc Directive (‘Copyright
Directive’) and Article 8(2) of the Rental and Lending Rights
Directive (‘Rental Directive’) and whether the concept should
be given uniform interpretation under the two directives.
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The Ruling
The Court held that the EU legal order requires unity and
coherence and, as such, the concept of ‘communication to
the public’ must be identically construed for the purposes of
both the Copyright Directive and the Rental Directive. This, the
Court stated, should be the case despite the differing statutory
contexts between the directives. AG Bot set out four
assessment criteria for judging whether a transmission of
protected works would amount to ‘communication to the
public’. The Court built on this with additional criteria, each of
which are non-autonomous and are interdependent in nature.
Underpinning this approach is the concept that
‘communication to the public’ must be interpreted broadly, as
expressly stated in recital 23 to the Copyright Directive.

Is there an ‘act of communication’?
An ‘act of communication’ refers to any transmission of the
protected works, irrespective of technical means or process
used. Every transmission, or retransmission, of a work which
uses a specific technical means must, as a rule, be individually
authorised by the author of the work in question.

It had previously been established that operators of a public
house, a hotel or a spa establishment perform an act of
communication when they deliberately transmit protected works
to their clientele, by distributing a signal through television or
radio sets installed in their establishments. The Court held those
situations were fully comparable with the issue of the
proceedings and held an ‘act of communication’ had taken place.

Is the communication to a ‘public’?
The second criteria set out by the Court is that the
communication must be to a ‘public’. A ‘public’ has two
characteristics; (a) it refers to an indeterminate number of
potential recipients; and (b) it implies a fairly large number of
people. AG Bot stated that ‘public’ should be interpreted in
contrast with ‘specific individuals belonging to a ‘private group’
of persons’. In determining the size of the audience, it is relevant
to look at the number of people who have access to the
protected works at the same time and in succession.
The Referring Court had expressed doubts as to whether the
patients of the rehabilitation centre constituted a ‘public’ on
the basis of the decision taken in SCF. The case involved a
dental surgery which was transmitting protected works to
patients in its waiting rooms through television sets. The Court
ruled that patients of a dentist, who generally form a largely
consistent group of persons, constitute a determinate circle of
potential recipients and the number of them with access to
the same work at the same time was not large.
This approach was rejected by both AG Bot and the Court who
distinguished the case, holding that patients of the
rehabilitation centre operated by Reha Training, who form a
constantly changing group with each visit, do constitute a
group of persons which is potentially large. This ruling
expressly limits the reasoning of the Court in SCF.

Does that ‘public’ have a new character?
The Court moved on to explain that in order for the
communication to be to a ‘public’, it must be transmitted to a
‘new public’. This is to say a ‘group which was not taken into
account by the authors of the protected works when they
authorised their use by the communication to the original public’.
Taking a different approach to AG Bot, the Court stated that in
addition, the indispensable role of the user (i.e. operators of a
coffee shop, hotel or spa) was relevant when considering
whether there was a ‘new public’. The Court stated that, in
order for there to be a communication to a ‘new public’ the
user must: (a) in full knowledge of the consequence of his
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actions, give access to the television broadcast containing the
protected work to an additional public; and (b) in the absence
of that intervention those ‘new’ viewers are unable to enjoy
the broadcast works, although physically within the
broadcast’s catchment area.
The Court held that patients of such a rehabilitation centre
cannot, in principle, enjoy works broadcast without the
targeted intervention of the operator and that as the dispute is
around the payment of royalties, the patients were clearly not
taken into account when the original authorisation was given.

Does the communication have a ‘profitmaking’ nature?
Finally, the Court stated there must be a ‘profit-making’ nature
to the communication, although this is not an essential
condition. The Court had previously held in SCF that the
television programs were accessed by the patients of the
dental surgery by chance and the business drew no financial
benefit from the programming.
Again AG Bot and the Court departed from SCF, stating that
‘the broadcasting of television programs on television sets, in
so far as it is intended to create a diversion for the patients of a
rehabilitation centre…during their treatment or in the waiting
time, constitutes the supply of additional services which, while
not having any medical benefit, does have an impact on the
establishment’s standing and attractiveness, thereby giving it a
competitive advantage’.

So what?
The judgement marks an important departure from SCF and
strengthens the protection given to owners of protected
works. It also offers clarity on the approach which should be
taken by the Court when assessing infringement of this nature.
However, the approach taken may have an impact on the
pending matter of GS Media which concerns whether
hyperlinks can amount to a ‘communication to the public’.

Although this may seem an academic point, AG Wathelet based
his opinion in GS Media on the fact that ‘hyperlinks which lead…
to protected works do not ‘make available’ those works to a
public where the works are freely accessible on another website,
but merely facilitate the finding of those works’. ‘To establish an
act of communication, the intervention of the ‘hyperlinker’ must
be vital or indispensable in order to benefit from or enjoy works’.
If the Court’s approach in Reha Training is adopted – i.e. the only
requirement for an act of communication is a transmission or
retransmission of a protected work – a hyperlink is likely to be
held to be a communication.
AG Wathelet further explained that ‘hyperlinks by users is both
systematic and necessary for the current internet architecture’
and ‘if users were at risk [of copyright infringement] whenever
they post a hyperlink to works freely accessible on another
website, they would be more reticent to post them, which
would be to the detriment of the proper function and the very
architecture of the internet, and to the development of the
information society’. We will await the Court’s ruling as to the
proper approach to be taken when considering hyperlinks and
copyright infringement.

For more information, please contact:
Neil Mohring
Partner
+44 20 7919 0653
neilmohring@eversheds.com

Scott Morton
Trainee Solicitor
+44 20 7919 4970
scottmorton@eversheds.com

Although the Court broadly affirmed the conclusion of AG
Bot, its approach differed in that it considered the
‘indispensable role of the user’ as part of the ‘new public’ test.
AG Bot took the same approach as AG Wathelet in GS Media
(and the Court in Football Association Premier League),
considering the ‘indispensable role of the user’ in relation to
the fundamental question of whether there has been a
communication at all.
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European Court of Justice says
European Union trade mark licences
do not need to be registered for
licensees to pursue infringers
The European Court of Justice (“ECJ”) has ruled that a licensee of a
European Union trade mark (formerly known as Community trade
marks) (“EUTM”) can take enforcement action even if its licence
has not been registered, so long as the licensee has the trade mark
owner’s consent to assert such rights.
What?
In the recent case of Youssef Hassan v Breiding
Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH (Case C163/15, 4 February 2016),
Breiding Vertriebsgesellschaft (“Brieding”) had a licensing
agreement with the owner of the “ARKTIS” EUTM. That
agreement entitled Brieding to “assert in its own name, rights
arising from infringement of the trade mark”.
Yousseff Hassan, a businessman, advertised products for sale
bearing the name “ARKTIS”. Breiding, as the holder of a licence
for the EUTM “ARKTIS”, subsequently launched legal
proceedings in Germany for infringement of the mark.
The German Court asked the ECJ to confirm whether Brieding
was entitled to bring proceedings against Hassan, in
accordance with Article 23(1) of the EUTM Regulation
(207/2009/EC) (the “Regulation”), since the licence had not
been registered in the Register of EUTMs.
Article 23(1) provides that: “Legal acts referred to in Articles 17
[transfer of a EUTM], 19 [creation of rights in rem over the
EUTM] and 22 [grant of a licence] concerning a [European
Union] trade mark shall have effects vis-à-vis third parties in all
the Member States only after entry in the Register.
Nevertheless, such an act, before it is so entered, shall have
effect vis-à-vis third parties who have acquired rights in the
trade mark after the date of that act but who knew of the act
at the date on which the rights were acquired.”

The ECJ noted that, if read in isolation, Article 23(1) could be
interpreted as meaning that if the licence has not been
entered in the Register the licensee cannot rely on the rights
conferred by that licence vis-à-vis third parties.
However, in reaching its decision, the ECJ stressed the
importance of considering the context in which the wording of
Article 23(1) occurs and the objectives pursued by the rules of
which it is part. It took the view that the intention of Article 23(1)
is to protect those that have, or may have, rights in a EUTM as
an object of property, and not to protect alleged infringers.
Moreover, under Article 22(3) of the Regulation, a licensee’s
right to bring infringement proceedings was subject only to the
EUTM owner’s consent (without prejudice to the provisions of
the licence). On this basis, the ECJ ruled that Breiding had the
required consent of the EUTM owner and so Article 23(1) meant
that the licensee could bring infringement proceedings of a
licensed EUTM even if the licence had not been registered.

So what?
Arguably, it was already clear that the purpose of Article 23(1)
was not to protect alleged infringers, but to protect third
parties with rights in EUTMs instead. However, questions
around whether the registration of a EUTM license is
mandatory or not has arisen in various jurisdictions and so the
ECJ’s clarification here may prove helpful in securing more
uniform decisions cross-jurisdiction.
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Although this case dealt specifically with a licensee, it could be
argued that the principle behind it could equally apply to
assignees of EUTMs pursuing infringers, as the ECJ referenced
both licences and assignments in its reasoning.
Despite the decision, licensees (and assignees) should register
any licenses (and assignments) of EUTMs as soon as possible
as a matter of good business practice and to protect
themselves in relation to the grant of further licences or the
sale of the EUTMs by the owner, or other conflicting interests.
It is also worth emphasising that licensees will continue to
need the consent of the EUTM owner before they can bring
infringement proceedings (however, an exclusive licensee can
commence proceedings if the owner does not do so within an
appropriate period after formal notice).
There is a contrast between the position of EUTMs and the
position of UK national trade marks - licensees of UK national
trade marks are expressly excluded from bringing
infringement proceedings and obtaining remedies until the
licence is registered (sections 23(3)(b) and 30 and 31 of Trade
Marks Act 1994).
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Licensees and assignees may also be prevented from
recovering costs in infringement proceedings for the period
between when the UK trade mark was infringed and its
eventual date of registration (if this date is six months after the
date the licence (or assignment) was entered into, and it was
not registered as soon as practicable thereafter)(section 24(4)
of the Trade Marks Act 1994).

For more information, please contact:
Neil Mohring
Partner
+44 20 7919 0653
neilmohring@eversheds.com

Victoria Clissold
Associate
+44 1223 22 4211
victoriaclissold@eversheds.com
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The music industry takes on
‘safe harbour’
Précis
Nearly 200 artists have signed a letter addressed to the US
Congress asking for reform of the Digital Millennium Copyright
Act. The artists argue that the law protects tech companies like
YouTube and SoundCloud from copyright infringement, allowing
them to give away too much of their work for free, and that
current business models were not the intended protectorate
when the law was signed two decades ago. Similar calls have
been made in Europe against the E-Commerce Directive 2000
which offer equivalent ‘safe harbour’ protections.

What?
The ‘safe harbour’ is a term coined to refer to the intermediary
liability regime which protects Information service providers
(“ISPs”) under the E-Commerce Directive 2000 (implemented
in the UK by the E-Commerce Regulations 2002) (the
“Regulations”) and the equivalent US law, the US Digital
Millennium Copyright Act 1998 (“DMCA”).
The Regulations protect ISPs such as YouTube and SoundCloud
from claims for damages linked to copyright infringement
resulting from the activities of their users. It does allow for
injunction relief and take down notices by right holders.
There has been wide spread criticism from creative industries
given the monetisation and large valuations afforded to

SoundCloud and YouTube, as well as the perceived anticompetitive impact on non-ISPs such as Spotify.

What protection is given?
The Regulations
ISP’s liability for damages or a criminal sanction is limited for
making temporary copies of electronic content, or caching,
where the ISP:
–– does not modify the information
–– complies with conditions on access to the information
–– complies with any rules regarding the updating of the
information, specified in a manner widely recognised and
used by industry
–– does not interfere with the lawful use of technology, widely
recognised and used by industry, to obtain data on the use
of the information
–– acts expeditiously to remove or disable access to the
information it has stored on obtaining actual knowledge of
the fact that the information at the initial source of the
transmission has been removed from the network, or access
to it has been disabled, or that a court or an administrative
authority has ordered its removal or disablement
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The DMCA
The DMCA shields an online service provider (OSP) from
copyright infringement liability for transmitting, caching or storing
material at a user’s direction where certain conditions are met. For
example, to qualify for immunity for stored content an OSP must:
–– not receive a financial benefit directly attributable to the
infringing activity, where the OSP has the right and ability to
control the activity
–– not know the material or activity is infringing or be aware of
facts or circumstances that make the infringement apparent
–– expeditiously remove or disable access to the material if it
learns of the infringement, or facts or circumstances that
make the infringement apparent, or receives a DMCA
Notification
–– designate an agent to receive DMCA notifications, register the
agent’s name and contact information with the US Copyright
Office and make this information available on its service
–– accommodate and not interfere with certain technical
measures used by copyright owners to identify or protect
copyrighted works
–– adopt, reasonably implement and inform, subscribers and
account holders of a policy for terminating repeat
infringer’s subscriptions and accounts

What is the current position regarding the
safe harbour protections in the EU?
In May 2016, following consultation, the UK Intellectual
Property Office (“IPO”) released a policy paper entitled
“Protecting Creativity, Supporting Innovation: IP Enforcement
2020” (the “Policy Paper”). The Policy Paper states that the IPO
will be “pushing within Europe for clarification of the current
EU rules around platform liability and improving the current
system to allow right holders to more effectively protect and
legitimately exploit their copyright”.
As part of the Digital Single Market Strategy, the European
Commission conducted an assessment of the role of ISPs.
This assessment was based on a public consultation. The
results of the assessment were published in a communication
in May 2016.
The Commission stated that the present liability regime for
ISPs, was designed at a time when online platforms did not
have the characteristics and scale they have today. The
Commission indicates that, while certain concerns were raised
on liability issues, the consultation responses showed broad
support for the existing principles of the E-Commerce
Directive. Given this background, the Commission will
maintain a balanced and predictable liability regime for online
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platforms. At the same time, it identified specific issues that
need to be addressed to render this approach sustainable
including the allocation of revenues for the use of copyrightprotected content. There is a growing concern as to whether
the value generated by some of the new forms of online
content distribution is fairly shared between distributors and
rights-holders.
The Commission set out actions to deal with the issues
highlighted. These include a commitment that, in the next
copyright package, to be adopted in the autumn of 2016, the
Commission will aim to achieve a fairer allocation of value
generated by the online distribution of copyright-protected
content by online platforms providing access to such content.

What is the current position regarding the
safe harbour protections in the US?
There has been on-going pressure on the US Government to
introduce changes to the DMCA. In June, a large number of
artists and others working in the music industry signed a
petition to Congress calling for a changes to the DMCA.

So what?
Most commentators believe the call for change to copyright
law is likely to fail, particularly in the US. However, there have
been moves within the industry to introduce greater profit
sharing initiative between ad-funded services and right
holders. It is believed that YouTube collected up to $9 billion in
advertising revenue in 2015, around $5 billion of which would
be due to right holders.
There may be more of an appetite for change within the EU,
especially given the current climate with pressure mounting
on US tech companies to properly account for tax revenue
and comply with personal data legislation. Although the Union
is engulfed in a political crisis, we do expect further
developments in copyright law due in Autumn 2016.

For more information, please contact:
Neil Mohring
Partner
+44 20 7919 0653
neilmohring@eversheds.com

Scott Morton
Trainee Solicitor
+44 20 7919 4970
scottmorton@eversheds.com
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Ofcom consultation:
a zero-tolerance approach to
silent and abandoned calls?
Précis
In December 2015, Ofcom published a consultation paper
reviewing its approach to silent and abandoned calls. Silent
and abandoned calls are calls in which a connection is made
with an individual call recipient and are then terminated by the
caller, causing the recipient to either hear silence or a
recorded message. Ofcom’s consultation revealed that such
calls continue to be prevalent. As a result, the consultation
concerned the validity of a zero-tolerance policy for silent and
abandoned calls. In addition, the consultation discussed a
revised approach to Ofcom’s enforcement powers.

What?
Background
The significance of silent and abandoned calls is that they can
cause annoyance and stress to consumers, ultimately leading
to an increase in consumer harm. In fact, Ofcom estimates
that, despite existing policies, consumers receive 200 million
abandoned calls and 1.5 billion silent calls per year. As such,
Ofcom’s ongoing aim is to scrutinise organisations and their
policies in order to minimise consumer harm.
Ofcom’s current policy
Ofcom’s current policy establishes ways in which
organisations can avoid making abandoned or silent calls and
thus limit consumer harm. Some key points found within the
current policy require organisations to:
–– let the phone ring for at least 15 seconds before
terminating a call
–– where a call is abandoned, leave a recorded message no
later than 2 seconds after the call identifying the company
and providing a number to return the call on
–– require that the number of silent or abandoned calls is no
more than 3% of calls per campaign (across all call centres)
or per contact centre within any 24 hour period
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Ofcom’s revised policy
The revised policy is based on the notion that consumers must
not be subject to silent or abandoned calls under any
circumstances. In addition, the revised policy will allow Ofcom to
have greater enforcement power in the event that organisations
do expose consumers to silent or abandoned calls.

So what?
The likely implications of Ofcom’s revised policy are not only a
more robust enforcement action, but also a higher number of
actions and higher penalties. The policy could have a substantial
impact on organisations that continue to make silent and
abandoned calls. Ofcom has stated that in assessing cases and
deciding whether to pursue an action against the organisation it
will take into account five main factors:
–– whether the misuse is repeated and over what period of time
–– the time of day any misuse occurs
–– the time taken to connect recorded messages to the consumer
–– whether the calling line identification presented to
consumers enables them to return calls and whether they
are able to identify the caller and opt out of future calls
–– the management and practices the organisation has in place

So what’s next?
Ofcom intends to publish its revised policy in Q1 2016-17. This
is expected to come into force after a two month
implementation period beginning on the date of publication.

Simon Cloke
Partner
+44 20 7919 0886
simoncloke@eversheds.com
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Ofcom amends Wireless Telegraphy
(Exemption) Regulations 2003 to
exempt commercial single user
gateways from licencing requirements
On 8 April 2016, Ofcom released a statement amending the
Wireless Telegraphy (Exemption) Regulations 2003 (the
“Regulations”) in relation to commercial single user gateways
(“COSUG”). The amendment implements the Court of Appeal
judgment in Recall Support Ltd v Secretary of State for
Culture, Media and Sport (the “Recall Case”) and entered into
force on 28 April 2016.

What?
A mobile gateway is a device that incorporates one or more
SIM cards issued by a mobile network operator allowing the
device using the SIM card to originate calls on the mobile
operator’s network. This results in the recipient’s network
treating calls from fixed lines to mobile networks as if they
were made by a mobile phone using a SIM card in the
gateway, instead of having originated from a fixed line,
resulting in the cost of the call being significantly lower.

Gateways can be used in a number of ways including:
–– by single customers in their own business (self-use gateway)
–– where electronic communication services are provided by
way of a business:
–– to a single end user so that all the calls directed through
the gateway come from one user (commercial single
user gateway or COSUG)
–– to multiple end users so calls come from multiple end
users (commercial multi-user gateway or COMUG)
Under section 8(3) of the Wireless Telegraphy Act 2006 (the
“WTA 2006”), Ofcom may introduce regulations exempting the
establishment, installation or use of wireless telegraphy stations
or wireless telegraphy apparatus from the licensing
requirements contained in section 8(1) WTA 2006, either
absolutely or subject to conditions. Section 4(1) of the
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whether the restriction could be justified on the grounds of
public security. The original justification cited for the
restriction was that when a call is routed through a GSM
Gateway the caller line identification of the originating party is
replaced by that of the SIM in the Gateway so the identity of
the caller is effectively masked. This gives rise to serious public
security concerns for law enforcement agencies when
investigating and preventing terrorism and serious crime.
The Court of Appeal confirmed the initial findings of the lower
court that:
–– the legality of the Commercial Use Restriction needed to
be assessed against the Authorisation Directive, and in that
regard the UK may, as a matter of EU law, rely on
arguments relating to (i) public security; (ii) the need to
avoid harmful interference; and (iii) the need to ensure the
efficient use of spectrum to justify the Commercial Use
Restriction
–– on the facts, the Department for Culture Media and Sport
can rely on public security concerns to justify imposing the
Commercial Use Restriction on COMUGs
–– the Commercial Use Restriction is not justifiable in relation to
COSUGs and therefore constituted an infringement of EU law
Regulations provides an exemption in relation to the
establishment, installation or use of “relevant apparatus”, with
relevant apparatus including cellular radiotelephone systems.
However, section 4(2) stated that such exemption does not
apply to relevant apparatus which is established, installed or
used to provide or to be capable of providing a wireless
telegraphy link between electronic communications apparatus
or an electronic communications network and other such
apparatus or system, by means of which an electronic
communications service is provided by way of business to
another person. Gateways were therefore only exempted from
the requirement to obtain a licence to the extent that they fell
within the provisions of section 4 of the Regulations. The effect
of this approach was that where Gateways were used by way of
a business to another person they were caught by the
restrictions – the restriction therefore applied to both COSUGs
and COMUGs (the “Commercial Use Restriction”).
The Recall Case addressed whether the restriction contained
within section 4(2) of the Regulations was lawful. The major
issue identified by the Court of Appeal in the Recall Case was
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So what?
As a result the Regulations have been amended so that
COSUGs, like self-use gateways, will now be exempted from
the obligation to obtain a licence under WTA 2006. To achieve
this section 4(2) has been amended to make reference to a
new exception set out in section 4(5) which relates to “where
apparatus is established, installed or used to provide an
electronic communications service by way of business to
more than one person within a single body”. This change was
considered necessary so as not to remove the Commercial
Use Restriction from applying to COMUGs.

For more information, please contact:
Simon Cloke
Partner
+44 20 7919 0886
simoncloke@eversheds.com
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REACH – Authorisation –
The next challenge?
This article explores the challenges faced with
authorisation of chemicals under the REACH Regulation.

What?

The Authorisation List

The REACH Regulation (1907/2006) concerns the
Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and restriction of
CHemicals. It impacts manufacturers, importers and suppliers
(including distributors and retailers) of chemicals and products
containing a Substance of Very High Concern (SVHC).

The European Chemicals Agency (ECHA) prioritises SVHCs to
determine which to include on the Authorisation List. Priority is
given to substances considered the most dangerous ie to
substances that are persistent, bioaccumulative and toxic, and
those which are very persistent and very bioaccumulative, and
which are widely used or used in high volumes.

See our article on the impact of REACH on Retailers
http://consumerhub.eversheds.com/specialism/chemicalcompliance-for-retailers/

So what?
For many, Authorisation is likely to be the next big challenge
of REACH. Many are now familiar with REACH registration and
obligations to pass on information regarding SVHCs in
articles. However, far fewer have had to deal with a substance
in their product being included on the Authorisation List
(Annex XIV of REACH).
Once a substance is included on the Authorisation List it
cannot be placed on the market or used after a given date,
unless an Authorisation is granted for the specific use, or a
relevant exemption applies. Authorisation aims to ensure that
the risks from SVHCs are properly controlled and that these
substances are progressively replaced by suitable alternatives.
Businesses, especially those using SVHCs, need to monitor
proposals to include new substances on the Authorisation List,
respond to consultations and develop a strategy to ensure
ongoing compliance should the substance be included on the
Authorisation List.
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ECHA publicly consults on any draft recommendation to include
a substance on the List with potentially affected businesses having
a formal opportunity to input into the decision making process.
The Member State Committee of ECHA also issues an opinion on
the draft recommendation. ECHA takes this and any comments
received during the public consultation into account when
finalising and issuing its opinion to the European Commission.
The European Commission then determines whether to
include the substance on the Authorisation List and passes
relevant legislation.

Authorisation
If one of your substances is included on the Authorisation List
you will need to develop a strategy for how to proceed. The
substance’s entry on the List will include a:
–– “Sunset Date” – the date from which placing the substance
on the market or using the substance will be prohibited
unless an authorisation has been granted
–– “Latest application date” – date by which applications for
authorisation must be received to allow the supply or use of
the substance to continue after the Sunset Date and in
advance of the application for authorisation being determined
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Your strategy will need to include exploring whether there are
safer alternatives to the substance and whether it is possible to
substitute them. Alternatively an application for authorisation
may be needed.
In developing an application strategy a range of issues will need
to be considered, including whether a joint application can be
submitted or whether an individual application is necessary,
whether there are any potential substitutes which could be
developed, timeframes, and issues regarding confidentiality.
Developing an application is time consuming, costly and is
likely to require input from external specialists. There is no
guarantee that an authorisation will be granted but a robust
application will maximise the chances that your use will be
allowed to continue after the Sunset Date.
There has also been concern that at present there is no
method by which an authorisation or an application for an
authorisation can be transferred. Industry has raised this issue
with ECHA and we are expecting ECHA to issue guidance on
this issue shortly.

For more information, please contact:
Elizabeth Shepherd
Partner, Head of Environment
+44 161 831 8215
elizabethshepherd@eversheds.com

Jane Southworth
Legal Director
+44 161 831 8195
janesouthworth@eversheds.com

Catherine Manning
Senior Associate
+44 161 831 8080
catherinemanning@eversheds.com
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Local authority outsourcing - LGPS:
New Fair Deal provisions unveiled
Précis
The Department for Communities and Local Government
(“DCLG”) has recently revealed long-awaited draft provisions
which are intended to give effect, within the local government
sector, to the principles set out for central government bodies
in HM Treasury’s “New Fair Deal” guidance from October 2013.
For contractors involved with local authority outsourcing
contracts (whether you are providing services under an
existing contract or bidding for a contract) this article will be of
interest to you.
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/262490/PU1571_Fair_Deal_for_staf_
pensions.pdf

What?
Draft provisions to give effect to the principles set out for
central government bodies in HM Treasury’s “New Fair Deal”
from October 2013 have been revealed, along with the
consultation paper which proposes various other changes to
the regulations governing the local government pension
schemes (“LGPS”), most of which are aimed at tidying up
drafting problems which have become apparent since those
regulations came into force on 1 April 2014. There are also
changes which are designed to give LGPS members with AVC
(additional voluntary contribution) savings access to some of
the new pensions flexibilities introduced from 6 April 2015.
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/localgovernment-pension-scheme-regulations

So what?
Consultation ended on 20 August 2016 and we await the
Government’s response. In the meantime, existing and
prospective contractors involved in public sector outsourcing
would do well to review the details of the proposals, noting in
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particular, with the exception of the tweaks which will allow
the refund of a surplus on termination, the risks of
participating in the LGPS under an admission agreement
remain unchanged.

Background
The original Fair Deal guidance was first introduced in 1999 in
order to ensure a minimum level of pension protection for
staff transferring from central government to private sector
contractors as a result of outsourcing of services. A similar (but
not identical) set of provisions was then applied to local
authorities and other “best value” authorities in the Best Value
Authorities Staff Transfers (Pensions) Direction 2007, which
has statutory force.
The approach adopted under both the original Fair Deal
guidance and the Best Value Direction required the private
sector contractor to provide a broadly comparable pension
scheme for transferring staff. However, under the 2013 New
Fair Deal guidance, HM Treasury opted for a model under
which transferring staff should normally be given continued
access to their public service pension scheme after the
transfer of their employment. Likewise, staff who have already
transferred out to a broadly comparable scheme under the old
Fair Deal provisions should be returned to their former public
service scheme (or nearest equivalent) when an existing
contract is retendered.
All the main central government schemes, including the NHS
Pension Scheme, the Teachers’ Pension Scheme and the
Principal Civil Service Pension Scheme, have now been
amended to reflect New Fair Deal principles. However, in the
local government sector, the LGPS Regulations have yet to be
updated, and therefore the Best Value Direction currently
continues to apply.
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The proposals – New Fair Deal

Comment

As anticipated, DCLG is proposing to use the existing admission
agreement mechanism in order to implement New Fair Deal,
and the Best Value Direction will, in due course, be revoked.

There are a number of respects in which the draft provisions
do not align fully with the New Fair Deal guidance. In
particular, the draft provisions significantly extend protection
to cover employers not currently covered by either New Fair
Deal or the Best Value Direction.

The proposals define a new category of employee, known as a
“protected transferee”. Where New Fair Deal applies on a first
transfer of protected transferees from local government
employment, the new employer will in most cases be required
to enter into an admission agreement (rather than this being,
as at present, just one of the possible routes which could be
used to satisfy the Best Value Direction requirements).
There are two exceptions to this, one of which is relevant to
contractors, where the new employer participates in another
public service pension scheme. In this case, DCLG presumably
expects that the protected transferees will instead be offered
membership of that other scheme. An example of this might
be if an employee currently participating in LGPS were to be
transferred to a NHS body.
Conversely, on a retender which involves staff who have
already transferred out to a broadly comparable scheme, the
proposal is that neither the incumbent contractor (if bidding
for the retendered contract) nor any other bidder should be
required to obtain admission to LGPS for the purposes of the
new contract, though they will be able to opt to do so. It
seems that the primary concern lying behind this deviation
from the New Fair Deal requirements is the difficulty of
legislating for a “forced” bulk transfer of accrued rights from
the broadly comparable scheme into LGPS.
It is also noteworthy that a “protected transferee” will include
not just employees of core LGPS employers, such as local
authorities, but also employees of the majority of other LGPS
employers, including existing admission bodies (which are not
necessarily covered either by New Fair Deal or the Best Value
Direction). Similarly, any sub-contracting by the employer of a
protected transferee will trigger the new provisions.
Employees of certain LGPS employers which are outside the
scope of New Fair Deal (including higher and further
education institutions and Police and Crime Commissioners)
will not be covered by the new provisions.

New Fair Deal views the possibility of staff not being kept in (or
returned to) their relevant public service pension scheme as
being very much an exceptional case, whereas it is foreseeable
under these new provisions that on first generation transfers,
protected transferees could join another public service
pension scheme. Also, retenders involving staff who are
currently in a broadly comparable scheme are not specifically
addressed by the draft provisions, which potentially leaves it
open to all bidders to offer broadly comparable schemes
rather than access to LGPS.
It will be interesting to see whether these kinds of issues
survive the consultation process. In the meantime, existing
and prospective contractors involved in public sector
outsourcing would do well to review the details of the
proposals, noting in particular, with the exception of the
tweaks which will allow the refund of a surplus on termination,
the proposal does not cover the risks of participating in the
LGPS under an admission agreement.
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That contract you never got round to
signing? It may be binding anyway…
Any TMT company who has ever done business with a
contractor or supplier without having all the terms tied down
should be aware of a recent case which looked at how the
parties were bound by an unsigned contract, despite an express
term to the contrary in a deal memo.
What?
The case of Reveille Independent LLC –v- Anotech
International (UK) Limited [2016] decided that the parties, by
their conduct, were legally bound, despite an express term to
the contrary in a draft deal memo.

So what?
The question for the Court of Appeal was in what
circumstances will a contract be concluded when a written
offer document states that it is not binding until signed, but
the offeree still appears to have performed its obligations
under the unsigned agreement? If services are delivered
before all the terms of the contract are agreed, approved and
signed, there is a risk that the company might be bound by
terms it doesn’t want.
The facts of the case Independent LLC –v- Anotech
International (UK) Limited [2016] are perhaps familiar.
Common sense might suggest that there is little risk involved
in getting the ball rolling under a contract which has been
substantially agreed, while the lawyers dot the I’s and cross the
T’s. But what happens when the final negotiations break down,
and the parties then disagree about what, if anything, had
actually been agreed?
The case concerned negotiations for a licence to allow Anotech,
a UK cookware distributor, to market its products in the US
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under the “MasterChef” brand which was owned by Reveille. The
deal would also allow products to be integrated into three
episodes of the MasterChef television series. The terms of the
negotiations were set out in a deal memo prepared by Reveille.
The memo expressly stated that it was not to be binding until
signed by both parties. Anotech marked up the memo with
handwritten amendments and additions, and returned a signed
copy to Reveille. Reveille never signed the revised memo, and
negotiations to replace the deal memo with a long form
agreement broke down before anything could be agreed.
In the meantime, the relevant episodes of MasterChef were
recorded and broadcast and Anotech had started using the
MasterChef brand in its sales and marketing. Reveille duly
invoiced Anotech under the terms of the licence, but the
invoice was never paid. Reveille brought proceedings against
Anotech on the basis that the deal memo, as marked up and
signed by Anotech, created a legally binding contract
notwithstanding that it had not signed it itself. Anotech argued
that no binding contract had been concluded.
At first instance, the High Court held that the parties had
concluded a binding contract on the terms of the deal memo.
Anotech was ordered to pay over US$1 million to Reveille. The
question for the Court of Appeal was in what circumstances will
a contract be concluded when a written offer document states
that it is not binding until signed, but the offeree still appears to
have performed its obligations under the unsigned agreement?
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There are already established principles of English law that a
party can accept contractual terms by conduct provided,
objectively, that the conduct was intended to constitute
acceptance and acceptance can be of an offer on the terms
set out in a draft, unsigned agreement between the parties
(Brogden –v- Metropolitan Railway, RTS Flexible Systems
–v- Mokeroi Alois Muller GmbH). Further, a prescribed mode
of acceptance can be waived by clear, unequivocal conduct
(Oceanografia SA de CA –v- DSND Subsea AS (The Botnica),
MSM Consulting Ltd –v- United Republic of Tanzania).
Applying those principles, the Court of Appeal found that there
was clear evidence of acceptance of the terms by Reveille by
their conduct, which included integration of Anotech’s
products in episodes of MasterChef and approval of use of its
IP in press releases. There was no disadvantage to Anotech
when it too had acted as if it was bound by the terms of the
deal memo.
The case illustrates the importance of ensuring that the terms
of a contract are fully agreed, and documented, prior to
commencing work. Where work is commenced before the
terms are finalised, the parties may unwittingly form a legally
binding contract on the terms suggested by their conduct
– regardless of whether these are the terms the parties
envisaged agreeing in the formal written document. The more
significant the work undertaken the more likely the courts will
be to conclude that a contract had already arisen by the
conduct of the parties, even where the prescribed mode of
acceptance has not been followed. We do appreciate this isn’t

always possible – even so, it does show the need to deal with
key terms of importance at the very worst.
For TMT companies who will be entering into a myriad of
contractual relationships in the course of running their
business the implications are clear. If services are delivered
before all the terms of the contract are agreed, approved and
signed, there is a risk that the company might be bound by
terms it doesn’t want. In those circumstances financial
concerns could follow. The best advice is to agree all the
terms, take legal advice on the implications of the contract
and sign up before allowing the contract to be performed. The
lesson from Reveille is that without that, a company might find
itself with a liability which it hasn’t bargained for.
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